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Aneta Trzcińska (BA EDTNA/ERCA) was asked to talk about the Occupational Exposure by the Polish Center for 
Education. 

She gave a speech in Augustów, despite the fact that it is a journey of almost 600 kilometers. 

Aneta spoke about safety at work, occupational exposure and promoted EDTNA/ERCA. 

 

After the conference, participants rated the speakers. Aneta Trzcińska received an average grade of 5.5 on a 
six-point scale. 
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AUGUSTÓW 

The town, although small, has many attractions for the visitors. The Oficerski Yacht Club Hotel, built in the 
1930s, is an army yacht club that has been restored and converted into a resort. It is located on the edge of 
one of many lakes in the region. Pope John Paul II has a memorial chair from the first and last time he visited 
the town right outside the club. Boat tours are also popular and the old town square still has its original 
cobblestone streets.  

Every year hundreds of bikers come to Augustowskie Motonoce bikers festival. Official event Facebook page: 
Augustowskie Motonoce. Bands that over years participated in celebration include Bright Ophidia, AGE, ZZ Top 
Czech Revival Band, AC/DC Show Ukraina, Kraków Street Band, etc.  

     

Fot.A.Trzcińska 
 

 

For.A.Trzcińska 
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The Augustów Canal (Polish: Kanał Augustowski, [ˈkanau̯ au̯ɡusˈtɔfski], Belarusian: Аўгустоўскі канал) is a 
cross-border canal built in the 19th century in the present-day Podlaskie Voivodeship of northeastern Poland 
and the Grodno Region of north-western Belarus (then the Augustów Voivodeship of the Kingdom of Poland). 
From the time it was first built, the canal was described by experts as a technological marvel, with numerous 
sluices contributing to its aesthetic appeal.  

  

 

  

It was the first summit level canal in Central Europe to provide a direct link between the two major rivers, 
Vistula River through the Biebrza River – a tributary of the Narew River, and the Neman River through its 
tributary – the Czarna Hancza River, and it provided a link with the Black Sea to the south through the Oginski 
Canal, Daugava River, Berezina Canal and Dnieper River. It uses a post-glacial channel depression, forming the 
chain of Augustów lakes, and the river valleys of the Biebrza, the Netta, the Czarna Hancza and the Neman, 
which made it possible to perfectly integrate the Canal with the surrounding elements of the natural 
environment.  
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The reasons behind the construction of the Augustów Canal were both political and economic. In 1821 Prussia 
introduced repressively high customs duties for transit of Polish and Lithuanian goods through its territory, 
which practically blocked the access of Polish traders to the Baltic Sea through the Vistula River. In 1822 the 
Kingdom of Poland was granted commercial autonomy from Russian Empire's customs area. In the years 1823–
1839 a waterway was constructed, bypassing the Prussian territory, intended eventually to link, via the 
Windawski Canal, the center of the Kingdom of Poland with the Baltic seaport of Ventspils. This goal was 
relinquished due to unrest caused by the 1830–1831 November Uprising against Russia and revised trade 
agreements with Prussia.  

The completed part of the Augustów Canal remained an inland waterway of local significance used for 
commercial shipping and to transport wood to and from the Vistula and Neman Rivers until rendered obsolete 
by the regional railway network.  

 

The canal utilizes a postglacial depression and numerous valleys in the Masurian Lake District that were shaped 
by the Pleistocene ice age. Many of the surrounding hills are parts of moraines and many of its lakes are 
moraine-dammed lakes. It is based in the long natural chain of Augustów lakes and the adjoining rivers. The 
qualities of the landscape made it possible to perfectly integrate the canal with its environment over its 101.20 
km length. The watershed area of the canal on the Polish side of the border is 74.25 km² and on the Belarusian 
side, 8.42 km² for a total of 82.67 km². 

The canal connects seven natural moraine-dammed lakes: Necko, Białe, Studzieniczne, Orle, Paniewo, Krzywe 
and Mikaszewo; and 11 rivers: Biebrza, Netta, Czarna Hańcza, Klonownica, Plaska (Sucha Rzeczka, Serwianka), 
Mikaszówka, Perkucia, Szlamica, Wolkuszanka, Ostaszanka and Neman. The natural waterways are 
interconnected by cuttings and hydraulic installations with locks and weirs, including towpaths along the canal 
bank and a system of roads, bridges and buildings. A water reserve feeding the canal is provided from outside 
the buffer zone by the Sajno, Serwy and Wigry lakes, all within the boundaries of the protected area. Six historic 
sluices, Przewięź, Paniewo, Perkuć, Sosnówek, Tartak and Kudrynki, are easy to access from the green trail 
used by hikers and cyclists.  
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